
Chapter 144:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
ASSAULT ON THE CENTRAL FLOATING CITY
Enter Black Bear One.

With cold sweat on Amy's forehead, she patted her tablet with some lingering fears:

"Scared me to death! I thought I was going to be hit."

Lu Yuan smiled, "Even if he is hit, the two attacks will not break the shield."

Every night he looked at Amy and said: "I am also going to block their attack."

"It seems that those two guys are eyeing us, it's really troublesome."

Lu Yuan feels a little headache:

"Although Yeye is joining now, with the strength of our current combination, we are
not afraid of the two second-order kings. But if there is any negligence, there will still
be danger. After all, there are only a thousand days as a thief. The principle of
preventing thieves in Japan."

Look at Lu Yuan every night: "What do you want to do?"

Lu Yuan thought for a while: "Find a way to see if you can get rid of them."

Amy's eyes widened, a little surprised:

"Big liar, do you want to deal with the two second-order kings? With our strength, we
should not be able to deal with them, right?"

Lu Yuan smiled and looked at the central floating city.

"If it is normal, it is really difficult to deal with them. But we are not completely
without advantages."
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Yeye nodded, and said faintly: "With Lu Yuan's ability to control mechanical life, we
have a lot of hope to enter the Central Floating City. If we can gain something from it,
there may be hope."

Amy stared blankly at Lu Yuan and Ye Ye:

"Really can?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "It's just hope, after all, we haven't gone to the Central Floating City
yet. But..."

A sharp light flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes: "Since they treat us as prey, then we have to
fight back? If the two guys can be cleared out, then the entire central floating city, but
we have the final say. ."

Hearing this, Amy's purple eyes flashed.

"Yeah! If the two second-order kings are cleaned out by us, then we are the most
powerful! Then the treasure of the entire Central Floating City, isn't it just what we
want to take?"

Thinking of this, Amy clenched her fists excitedly.

Then she thought of something and smiled: "The best thing is to kill the two of them!
Hehehe! Let them attack this lady! Humph!"

Lu Yuan: "..."

Ye Ye: "..."

Both of them looked at Amy.

Amy has some doubts:

"What's wrong?"

Lu Yuan twitched the corner of his mouth:

"It's nothing, you still dare to think about it."



Even Lu Yuan just wanted to clear them out, after all, the strength of the king-level
genius itself was not ordinary.

Coupled with the various gains obtained in the ruins before, if you want to kill them,
the difficulty can be said to be difficult to reach the sky.

However, even the silly girl Amy dared to think about it.

A sharp look flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes.

Amy's hands on hips were a little proud:

"Of course! People have to dare to think before they can do it. This lady is so
courageous!"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded, then turned to look at Ye Ye.

A smile also appeared on Ye Ye's cold little face:

"Then give it a try."

"Um."

…………

In the next time, Black Bear One continued to fly towards the central floating city.

Ye Ye asked her subordinates to stare at Patton and Bai Lin and pay attention to their
movements. Black Bear One deliberately avoided their route, and the journey went
smoothly.

After hunting down four more lord aircrafts, the Black Bear One is only tens of
kilometers away from the central floating city.

At the moment, on the Black Bear One.

Lu Yuan, Amy, and Ye Ye looked at the huge central floating city projected by Black
Bear No. 1 and couldn't even see the edge at a glance.

And outside the central floating city, there is a flying vehicle every few meters, the
density is terrifying, like a swarm of locusts, endless.



Moreover, with the detection of the Black Bear 1 detector, the number of lord aircrafts
in this area is also extremely large.

There are even second-tier lords at the pinnacle or even consummation level.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly, his face a little dignified.

Ye Ye and Amy on the side also looked serious.

Look at Lu Yuan every night:

"Lu Yuan, is that okay?"

At this moment, Lu Yuan was wearing a thin silver-white battle armor, holding a silver
metal staff with light blue brilliance in his hand.

Mechanical Glow Staff Tier 2 50% and XS7 Spirit War Armor Tier 2 80%

This is Amy's lord-level weapon, which Lu Yuan borrowed to use.

The source is naturally obtained by hunting the second-tier lord aircraft during this
period.

The main improvement is mental power.

In addition to genetic weapons, Lu Yuan also drank a bottle of Tier 2 potions that

boosted mental power, and also used various spells.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's mental power even surpassed his strongest defensive
ability.

After all, the strength of mechanical control has something to do with Lu Yuan's mental
power.

His mental power at this moment can be slightly interfered with even the second-order
Consummation Lord aircraft.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath and smiled:

"No problem, let's get started."



…………

In the steel city not far from Black Bear One.

After the appearance of the Black Bear One, all the nearby genetic warriors noticed the
diamond-shaped flying machine.

All the genetic warriors jumped onto the high-rise rooftop and looked at the black bear
number one in the sky.

Everyone noticed something.

"This aircraft...is it intended to enter the central floating city directly from the air as

before?!"

A Kaman Tier 2 leader-level genius couldn't help but speak.

Beside him, a second-tier Barrow genius opened his eyes wide, with a hint of horror in
his eyes.

"I heard that there are two human fighters driving this aircraft. If this aircraft is really
successful, does that mean that they can obtain the resources of the Central Floating
City earlier than us?"

"Your news has fallen behind! Now that the Night King is in the aircraft, if the aircraft
really enters the floating city, with the strength of the Night King, they will definitely
take the most precious treasure."

"What?! Even the Night King is in this aircraft?! How is this possible??"

"How can it be impossible? The Green Devil and the White Frost King worked together

to keep the aircraft, but they failed. The guys nearby at that time all saw the Night King

coming out of the aircraft."

"Hi...Now the central tower has four hours to open. We won't go to the floating city at
all. If the Night King goes up, wouldn't all the resources be open to the Night King
during these four hours?!"

"Damn it! Can we just watch it?! Can only watch this aircraft go in??"



An elf boy was full of unwillingness.

At this moment, a kobold sneered and said:

"I think the Night King and the two humans are seeking their own deaths!"

"Huh? Why do you say that?"

"This is the line of the sky outside the central floating city. Is it really the same as other
floating cities? Look at the densely packed aircraft, and even other areas have lord
aircrafts, not to mention here? Maybe there will be the pinnacle lord inside, Even a
complete lord-level aircraft. Don’t you think that this diamond-shaped aircraft can
withstand the attack of the complete lord’s aircraft? As long as this diamond-shaped
aircraft is destroyed, even the Night King will be dead in the face of so many aircraft. ."

Hearing this, everyone's eyes lit up and a smile appeared.

"I think this kobold friend makes sense. Indeed, if there are a large number of pinnacle
lords and consummation lords in it, no matter how powerful this aircraft is, it can't stop
it? I heard that the humans in the aircraft have control mechanisms. The treasure of life,
can it still be controlled by the second-order Consummation Lord?"

When everyone was talking about it, the Black Bear One, which had been parked in the
air, moved, turned into a streamer, and flew towards the central floating city.

With the flight of the Black Bear One, the originally densely packed flight guards flew
to both sides.

Seeing this scene, everyone opened their eyes wide and looked into the sky.

"here we go!"

"Does that human really have the ability to control mechanical life, as the rumors say?"

"With such a powerful ability, it is no wonder that you can hunt down the lord aircraft
in the air."

"Look! It's an attack from a lord-class aircraft!"



In the air, the guard range of the lord aircraft is much farther than the guard range of the
boss-level or even the leader-level aircraft.

Now Lu Yuan's mental power has become much stronger, but it can only spread to
about two hundred meters. Within two hundred meters, his mechanical control is still
effective, but beyond two hundred meters, it is no longer effective.

The guard range of the lord aircraft above the intermediate level is more than two
hundred meters.

The moment an intermediate lord aircraft launched an attack, the Black Bear One
turned into an afterimage, and in a short moment it approached the lord’s aircraft within
100 meters.

Then, under the horrified eyes of the geniuses of various races onlookers, the
Intermediate Lord who was attacking Black Bear One suddenly stopped attacking at
this moment, and then, like a loyal little brother, followed Black Bear One and became
a guardian aircraft. .

Genius of many races: "???"

Everyone was dumbfounded and watched the Black Bear One, who had accepted the
younger brother, continue to approach the central floating city.

After silence, everyone broke out.

"I XX you XXKS?! What the hell?! The power of the aircraft's psionic cannon should
be the mid-level lord, right?! The mid-level lord is directly controlled?!"

"Even the middle-level lord can control, is that also a high-level lord? Is it also a

pinnacle lord?? Even a perfect lord?"

"If this goes on, people won't control a group of second-order peak lords to sweep the
central floating city, right?!"

"..."

The geniuses shocked themselves.

In the aircraft, Lu Yuan's face also showed a hint of surprise.



Now that he has added various boosts, his mental power has skyrocketed, and he can
already control the mid-level lord aircraft.

He felt that he should still be able to control the senior lord.

However, if you control a high-level lord, the mental power may not be able to distract
and interfere with other aircraft.

Lu Yuan did not intend to directly control the high lords.

His goal is only to enter the central floating city.

The Black Bear One continued to fly, and just after flying out a few hundred meters,
the alarm sounded again, and two more spiritual power fluctuations appeared.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly.

One of the spiritual power fluctuates at the intermediate lord level, and the other is
indeed at the senior lord level.

Now just about one kilometer close to the central floating city, he has already
encountered the high-level lord.

He controlled the Black Bear One and flew in the direction of the senior lord's aircraft.
The mechanical control operation interfered with the senior lord's change of hostile
targets to all nearby aircraft.

Suddenly, the senior lord aircraft fired indiscriminately, and the previous intermediate
lord aircraft, Lu Yuan, let the intermediate lord aircraft under his control go up and
fight him.

Thus, without any damage, Lu Yuan easily passed the territory of the two lord aircrafts.

Going deeper, Lu Yuan asked the Black Bear One to continuously probe the location of
the surrounding lord-class aircraft.

There are lord aircrafts in almost all positions, and Luyuan can only control the territory
where the Black Bear 1 keeps avoiding high-level lord aircrafts, and fly over from the

position where the low-level lord aircrafts are located.



Although the flight was slow along the way, the Black Bear One flew more than 20
kilometers safely.

The geniuses below looked at the sky, their expressions constantly changing,
exclaiming again and again.

Because Black Bear One is only the last 20 kilometers away from the Central Floating

City.

Even Barton and Bai Lin, who were still a certain distance away from this area, had not
been able to rush over, received the news.

Through the communication crystal, their subordinates passed the image of the Black
Bear One rushing through the flying guard line on the edge of the central floating city to
them.

Barton stopped on a thousand-meter-high building, watching Black Bear One steadily
deepen toward the central floating city, his face full of hideous
colors~www.mtlnovel.com~ ** human! Damn the night king! ! Can they really enter
the central floating city? ! Damn it! Damn it! "

As a king-level genius, Patton knows Ye Ye’s strength best. If Ye Ye is really allowed
to enter the Central Floating City, then Ye Ye can collect a lot of precious treasures
before the central tower is opened. !

And he can only watch!

This made Patton's heart angry.

It's not just Barton. On another high-rise rooftop, Bai Lin's face is cold, and his eyes
are full of murderous intent.

"Humans... can't you really enter the Central Floating City?! Even if you enter the
Central Floating City, the area inside is so large, I don't believe you can take all the
treasures into your hands. As long as the central tower is opened, it is you Death!"

…………

The flying defense line outside the central floating city.



Under everyone's attention, the Black Bear One continued to deepen.

It's getting closer and closer to the central floating city.

Twenty kilometers, fifteen kilometers, ten kilometers...

In the last less than ten kilometers away from the flight defense line of the Black Bear
One, the land edge received a harsh warning within the Black Bear One.

"Di! Di! Alert! It has been locked by the enemy, the target energy level is the
second-order peak lord, and the number is four."

On the projection, red dots appeared in front of Black Bear One.

There are four brightest red dots.

Amy's face changed and she clenched her hands: "Lu Yuan, are you okay?!"

Her face was full of worry.

Even Ye Ye Ye's plain face showed a wave of fluctuations.

She looked at Lu Yuan with a calm face, and said calmly and seriously:

"Lu Yuan, I believe you."

Lu Yuan's face was calm, looking at the projection on Black Bear One, a sharp look
appeared in his eyes.
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